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MEXEC.EXE
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MEXEC  V1.00 is a Windows 3.0 utility designed to serve as a replacement for the Win
RUN command.  Copy  MEXEC and it's .HLP file  into your windows subdirectory or the
subdirectory  of your choice. 

MEXEC  uses uses the windows "winexec"  api call to execute windows & DOS 
programs.  Unlike RUN it allows you to browse subdirectories and double-click the 
program you wish to execute or highlight the program and click the execute button.  
The "command parameters" checkbox  when checked will allow you to supply 
parameters for the executable program you choose.   Alternatively, you may click the
command button and MEXEC will display a RUN-like command line interface. When 
using the command button you must supply a valid file extension.

Initially,  MEXEC  displays all files in a subdirectory, but you can narrow the selection 
by pressing the appropriate file extension button at the bottom of the dialog.  MEXEC 
will only  execute .EXE, .COM , BAT and PIF files.  

This program was written using Borland's Turbo Pascal for Windows.

This program is Freeware. 

This program  is copyrighted and NOT  in the public domain. You are free to use it and
pass it along to others as long as no fee  is charged. Shareware/Freeware distributors 
who charge a fee may distribute this program as long as the charges reflect their 
costs only.

DISCLAIMER   No matter what damages may result from use of this program,  I  am 
NOT responsible.  No warranties are offered (either express nor implied).   Use it at 
your own risk! 

If  you have trouble contact me on GENIE (J.ELKINS1) , COMPUSERVE (70302,1573) or
on my BBS and I'll try to help resolve the problem.                 

( The basic concept for MEXEC is a direct steal from EXECUTOR by Chris Nystrom and 
J.R. McConnell. While I liked their program, it didn't fully replace RUN, hence MEXEC. 
All code in MEXEC is mine and Borland's. No EXECUTOR code was used.)


